A distinct feature of Coulomb gauge QCD is that it can be formulated in terms of physical, transverse gluons and quarks alone. The state-counting is then transparent, and the gauge is suited for studies of the excited spectrum. Leaving aside exotic spectroscopy, which has been the subject of other publications, in this note I call attention on two recent applications. One is that the running quark mass in the mid-infrared can be probed from excited baryons thanks to parity doubling, a consequence of insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking. Fast quarks are asymptotically free and behave as massless, so hadrons containing fast quarks decouple from the condensate. Their (power-law) rate of decoupling reflects on the rate of decreasing parity splittings, which can be measured. The second is that, in analogy with the Franck-Condon principle of molecular physics, the velocity distribution of the heavy quarks inside a heavy hadron can be mapped out by the velocity distribution of its open-flavor decay products. This is exemplified by recent data from the Belle collaboration taken at the ϒ(10860).
Insensitivity to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the high spectrum
Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking entails a running quark mass that interpolates between the asymptotic, small quark mass and the constituent mass at low momenta. In the Coulomb gauge formulation this mass is a function of the three-momentum of the quark, m(|k|).
The chiral charge can be expressed in terms of this running mass as (color index omitted)
In the presence of Spontaneous χSB, m(k) = 0, and the last term realizes chiral symmetry nonlinearly in the spectrum as it creates/destroys a pion. But when k ≫ m(k), the σ σ σ·k-term dominates and chiral symmetry is realized linearly (with only quark counting operators flipping parity and spin). This happens for a highly excited baryon resonance whose constituents have a momentum distribution peaked at higher momenta than the IR enhancement of m(k) (Fig. 1 ). Thus excited states do not perceive the spontaneously broken symmetry and, approximately, fall in Wigner parity doublets [1] (and also in larger representations of the chiral group, see [2] ).
We have observed that this degeneracy in the high spectrum can be turned around, and, if measured experimentally, used to probe the power-law running of the quark mass. The idea is that, although the splitting between hadron partners of positive and negative parity vanishes asymptotically high in the spectrum, it is non-zero, and proportional to the running quark mass (that becomes ever smaller upon increasing the hadron mass or, equivalently, quark momentum).
We have introduced for this purpose an expansion of H QCD [4] in the weak sense (that is, not of the Hamiltonian operator itself, but a restriction thereof to the Hilbert space of highly excited resonances, where k is large):
The first term is large everywhere in the spectrum but supports parity doublets. The second term splits the positive and negative parity partners, but is small high in the spectrum, and therefore higher m 2 terms can be neglected in the expansion. Now, since the density of hadrons in the high part of the spectrum is naturally large, with broad, overlapping resonances, it is difficult to pair-up a negative parity hadron with the correct positive parity hadron. A way to find these partners is by studying the equivalent of the "Yrast" states of nuclear physics, the states of highest angular momentum compatible with a given excitation energy, or seen in a different way, the ground states in each high-j angular momentum channel.
To make a long story short, let me just quote our result, that connects an experimental extraction of the exponent i in the splitting |M + − M − | ∝ j −i for ∆ baryons of increasing angular momentum, with the exponent of the running quark mass in the mid-infrared
As an example, in the constituent quark model where the quark mass is constant, i = 0, the splitting falls as |M + − M − | ∝ j −1 [5] . To be able to distinguish the quark mass running predicted in QCD one needs data of sufficient quality to exclude this power-law fall of 1/ j and see a faster decrease of the splittings high in the spectrum.
Structure of heavy hadrons
Although Coulomb QCD can eventually provide a complete set of wavefunctions and probabilities inside hadrons from theory, it would appear that interpreting experimental data with them would be very difficult. In any experiment the target recoils, and one would need knowledge of those wavefunctions in a different reference frame than the Center of Mass frame (that presumably is chosen to define the Coulomb condition ∇·A = 0). However, the boost operators that take one to a different frame with rapidity ζ through in p ′ | = in p|e −iK·ζ ζ ζ are notoriously difficult in Coulomb QCD [6] , since they carry the interaction:
Let us leave then light hadrons and concentrate on the charmonium and bottomonium sectors of the hadron spectrum. There, one can obtain structural insight from experimental data without explicit knowledge of the boosted wavefunctions.
To see it, consider the decay ϒ(10860) → BB first. If the ϒ is a bb state, then each of the separating B-mesons carries one of the b quarks in the initial state. But because the decay process is driven by QCD string breaking, it does not change the momenta of the quarks in the initial state by an amount much larger than Λ QCD . Thus, if the momentum of the b-quark is large inside the initial state, it carries over to the final state and is tagged by the heavy flavor.
Since there are six two-body decay channels open (BB, B s B * s , etc), the momentum distribution of the parent hadron is probed at six different points (left pannel in figure 2, experimental data corrected for trivial spin and flavor factors). If one wishes a continuous mapping, a suitable decay channel is BBπ as the pion carries the desired excess momentum. The momentum distribution of the B meson is plotted on the right-hand pannel of figure 2. In both pannels one perceives a clear dip, actually predicted by us [7] , corresponding to the first Sturm-Liouville zero of the ϒ(5s) wavefunction (thus testing the bb component of the state).
The computations here presented, although carried out in the Cornell model of Coulomb QCD, make clear that this formulation of the theory is of much phenomenological interest, especially since no other theoretical tool is available to address the very excited spectrum, and we are looking forward to progress in the exploration of its complicated structure.
